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WINTER 2018-2019

GIFT GUIDE
the best brands for the holidays

FEATURING BRANDS SUCH AS
Amazon, Tile, Ray-Ban, Oakley, Beats, S’well
Sonos, and Google

OUR TOP PICKS FOR
THE HOLIDAY SEASON
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Never lose anything

Tile Mate
Tile Mate is the easiest, quickest and most reliable way to find your phone, keys, luggage - anything! The world’s best-selling Bluetooth tracker
just got 25% smaller.
part# EC-06001-P

Tile Slim
Tile Slim is the easiest, quickest and most reliable way to find your wallet, phone and more. As thin as two credit cards, Tile Slim easily slides
into your wallet, purse or pocket - anything you want to be able to find quickly.
part # EC-04001-P
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Price: $25.00

Price: $30.00

Tile Sport
Wherever life takes you, Tile Sport will fit in - and stand out. With a range of up to 200 feet, Sport is our most powerful Bluetooth tracker yet.
Sport has twice the volume and is waterproof up to 1.5 meters for 60 minutes.
part# EC-09001-P

Price: $35.00

Tile Style

The KeySmart Pro with Tile smart location is the
ultimate key organizer that gives you a better way
to organize and carry your keys and peace of mind
knowing that your keys are never lost. The swiss
style key holder holds up to 10 keys and includes a
loop piece to attach your fob and
other accessories.

Wherever life takes you, Tile Style will fit in - and stand out. With a range of up to 200 feet, Style is our most powerful Bluetooth tracker yet.
Style has twice the volume and is waterproof up to 1.5 meters for 60 minutes.

part# KS411R-WHITE

part# EC-09001-P

MSRP: $59.99

Price: $35.00
Home
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Shimmer Collection

A

The Shimmer Collection, featured in a glossy
lacquered finish, captures the subdued,
wavering light creating an unparalleled radiance.

C

A swell gift to give

available in 9oz, 17oz, and 25 oz
colors available: Midnight Black, Silver Lining, Ocean Blue,
Rowboat Red, Angel Food
Pictured
A) Ocean Blue 25oz - part# LWB-BLUE02
B) Rowboat Red 9oz - part# TWB-RED06
C) Angel Food 17oz - part# SWB-ANGL*
*only availble in 17oz
Price: $45.00

B

@le.sweat

Tumbler Collection
A

Enjoy your drinks the way they were meant to be with the
S’well Tumbler. And because the grip of the S’well
Tumbler doesn’t sweat, you won’t have to sweat about
putting it down on your wooden table or countertop
without a coaster.
available in 10oz, and 18oz
colors available: Moonstone, Onyx

C
B

Pictured
A) Moonstone 18oz - part# 10418-B17-0051
B) Onyx 10oz - part# 10410-B17-0040
C) Tumbler lid - part# 10600-H17-0290
Price: $35.00
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@trentjamesw

A

Traveler Collection
The Traveler is here to join you on all your life’s
adventures, big or small. Perfectly contoured to fit in
your hand, the Traveler will quickly become your go-to
for drinking on-the-go. This new wide mouth shape is
optimal for stirring up and carrying a cup of coffee or
adding ice cubes to your favorite beverage.

C

available in 12oz, 16oz, and 20oz
colors available: Moonstone, Onyx
Pictured
A) Onxy 20oz - part# 10320-B17-0040
B) Onyx 12oz - part# 10312-B17-0040
C) Silver Lining 16oz - part# 10316-B17-0030
B

Price: $35.00
@trentjamesw

Roamer Collection
With a sleek silhouette in bold black, the Onyx Roamer is
the ultimate companion for your every urban adventure.
Sized to share.
available in 40oz, and 64oz
colors available: Moonstone, Onyx
Pictured
A) Moonstone 64oz - part# 10564-B17-0051
B) Onyx 40oz - part# 10540-B17-0040
A

Price: $35.00
B

Home
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Stay warm this season
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The Fourth

Polka Pineapple

Stance is proud to debut a sock as American
as apple pie. And while The Fourth’s good looks
come compliments of Old Glory, its features are
decidedly unique. Premium combed cotton, an
elastic arch band, and mesh vents keep your feet
feeling free.

Like pointillism paintings or Magic Eye art, some
designs just get better the longer you look at
them. With Stance’s Polka Pineapple, we started with some of our state-of-the-art features.
Then we added bold bands of black and a ribbed
texture to a soft blend of premium mixed fibers
for a sock that’s anything but ordinary.

mens
part # 847142091561

Price: $12.00

womens
part # 847142029687

Price: $14.00

Posie Classic

Laredo

The Posie Classic Crew was created with a terry
loop construction in the forefront, heel and an
even toe for mid-level cushioning. Every pair
sports elastic arch support for some added
comfort, and a seamless toe closure that won’t
rub your skin the wrong way.

You don’t need to walk the streets of Laredo
to appreciate this casual classic. Thanks to its
luxurious combed cotton and deep heel pocket,
Stance’s Laredo cradles feet in comfort. And
although it’s inspired by the Southwest, Stance’s
Laredo is at home everywhere it goes.

womens
part # 190107150842

mens
part # M320A14LAR

Price: $14.00

Price: $12.00

Photo by Kyle Loftus on Unsplash
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Kitchen Sink

Storm Contender

Cloud Walker 18 Hydration Pack

Outfitted with serious hardware and versatile storage options, the Kitchen Sink
Backpack is a complete package with heavy-duty appeal. Whether taking a day trip
or extended excursion, specialized pockets inside and out organize items while
abrasion-resistant fabric keeps them safe, including shoes and most 17” laptops.
Equipped with a hard media-player compartment and reinforced clip and zip closures

Head to class or work confidently knowing your gear is stored and protected in the
Under Armour® Storm Contender Backpack. Designed to be extremely durable, and
crafted with UA Storm technology for a water-resistant finish and abrasion-resistant
bottom panel. The Contender bag is designed with various pockets to keep you
organized including a laptop panel to fit a 15’’ device and a front valuables pocket.

Grab it and go: the Cloud Walker is a simple, classic daypack perfect for hiking or
hauling gear around town. The brand new Crux reservoir delivers 20% more water
per sip, with an ergonomic handle for easier refilling, and an on/off lever that makes
it easy to prevent leaks. This pack also features a main compartment and separate
essentials pocket to organize your gear, side stretch pockets for quick access, and a
breathable air mesh back panel for a lightweight, comfortable fit.

part # 92060A-001

Price: $200.00

part # 1277418-040

Price: $79.99

part # 1107002000

Price: $85.00
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featuring Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant

Echo Dot & Echo

Fire TV Stick

Fire 7 Tablet

Speaker Dock

Echo Dot is a hands-free, voice-controlled
device that uses the same voice
recognition as Amazon Echo built with a
smaller speaker.

Just plug Fire TV Stick into your HDTV
and start streaming in minutes. Use the
included Alexa Voice Remote to find the
best way to watch across more than 190
channels and apps with universal search.
With the fastest Wi-Fi and most accurate
voice search of any streaming media stick,
shows and movies start faster and stream
smoother than ever.

The next generation of our best-selling Fire
tablet ever - now thinner, lighter, and with
longer battery life and an improved
display. This Fire 7 features a beautiful 7”
IPS display with higher contrast and sharper
text, a 1.3 GHz quad-core processor, and up
to 8 hours of battery life. Now with Alexa,
for quick access to the information and
entertainment you want.

Enjoy room filling sound with your Amazon
Echo Dot through this compact bedside
clock speaker. Enjoy audio directly from
your Amazon Echo Dot via the hardwired
aux-in cable. Powers Amazon Echo Dot via
included USB cable.

part # B00ZV9RDKK

part # B01GEW27DA

available in black & white

part # B01DFKC2SO

Price: $49.99

Amazon Echo is a hands-free speaker you
control with your voice.
available in black & white
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part # B06XCM9LJ4

Price: $99.99

Price: $39.99

Price: $49.99

for Echo Dot

part # IAVS1B

Price: $99.99

Photo by Ivana Cajina on Unsplash
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Home Mini

Chromecast

Roomba 690

Learning Thermostat

Video Doorbell

Get hands-free help in any room. Google
Home Mini is powered by the Google
Assistant, so you can ask it questions and
tell it to do things. Just start with “Ok
Google” to get answers from Google, tackle
your day, enjoy your entertainment, and
control your smart home.

The 2nd generation Google Chromecast in
black allows you to intuitively stream and
mirror content from your portable device
directly to your TV’s larger display.

Connect to clean from anywhere with the
Roomba 690 robot vacuum. The patented
3-Stage Cleaning System is specially
engineered to loosen, lift, and suction
everything from small particles to large
debris from carpets and hard floors. Dirt
Detect sensors alert the Roomba robot
vacuum to clean more thoroughly on
concentrated areas of dirt. Just press Clean
or schedule Roomba on the go with the
iRobot HOME App.

Meet the 3rd generation Nest Learning
Thermostat. It’s slimmer and sleeker with
a bigger, sharper display. It also features
Farsight, which lights up to show you the time
or temperature you’ve set. The Nest Learning
Thermostat remembers what temperatures
you like, creates a custom schedule for your
home, and turns itself down when you’re away.

Smart security you can trust. See who’s
at the door and monitor your home when
you’re not there with this video doorbell.
The 2-way audio lets you listen and talk to
anyone on your property, right from your
mobile device.

also available in charcoal
part # GA00210-US

Price: $49.00

part # GA3A00093-A14-Z01
Price: $35.00

part # R690020		

Price: $349.99

part # T3008US		

Price: $249.00

part # 88-0201-NC-USA
$199.99

Price:
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Listen to the rhythm
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Run True

Wireless in-ear headphones
Stay in step on your after-work run with the reliable
sound of these Jaybird RUN wireless earbuds. Bluetooth
compatibility offers easy pairing with your devices, and
the Jaybird phone app lets you adjust the sound to your
tastes. These Jaybird RUN wireless earbuds deliver on
comfort with soft interchangeable tips. They are also
sweatproof and dirtproof to handle the worst of your
workout.
colors available: Drift, Jet
part# 985-000688
Price: $179.99

Beoplay H5

Wireless in-ear headphones
Beoplay H5 wireless earphones deliver an immersive
listening experience with the power to move you.
Combined with a splash and dust resistant design, these
elegant earphones bring the beauty of music into your
everyday life. When not in use, they rest comfortably
around your neck - simply click the magnets on the
earbuds together to power down and save the battery.
part# 1643426		

Price: $249.00

Powerbeats 3

Wireless in-ear headphones
Take your workout to the next level with Powerbeats3
Wireless earphones, featuring up to 12 hours of battery
life to last through multiple workouts and secure-fit
earhooks to maximize comfort and stability. With Fast
Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 1 hour of playback.
Sweat and water resistance provides trusted durability
and dual-driver acoustics deliver dynamic sound to
power your workout.
colors available: Siren Red, Flash BLue, White, Black
part# MNLY2LL/A
Price: $199.99

BeatsX

Wireless in-ear headphones
Fit for your life, BeatsX earphones are the perfect
wireless companion. Experience authentic, clear sound
throughout your day with up to 8 hours of battery life.
With Fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives you 2 hours of
playback. Its unique Flex-Form cable provides all-day
comfort and easy pocket portability, while eartip options
provide a personalized fit and secure-fit wingtips offer
added stability.
colors available: White, Black
part# MLYE2LL/A
Price: $149.95

Beats Solo 3

Wireless on-ear headphones
With up to 40 hours of battery life, Beats Solo3 Wireless
is your perfect everyday headphone. With Fast Fuel, a
5-minute charge gives you 3 hours of playback. Enjoy
award-winning Beats sound with Class 1 Bluetooth wireless listening freedom. The on-ear, cushioned ear cups
are adjustable so you can customize your fit for all-day
comfort.
colors available: Matte Black, Glass Black, Matte Gold,
Matte, Silver, Gloss white , Rose Gold
part# MNEP2LL/A
Price: $299.95

Home
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Feel the music

Photo by Jon Tyson on Unsplash

Wonderboom

Waterproof bluetooth speaker
It’s a super-portable Bluetooth speaker with surprisingly
big sound. Sound that is clear, crisp and full of big,
beautiful bass. Ultimate Ears WONDERBOOM is the
greatest thing to happen to baths since bubbles and
duckies. It is completely waterproof, floats and--yes--it
will even serenade you.
colors available: Phantom, Subzero, Fireball
part# 984-000839
Price: $99.99

Boom 2

Waterproof bluetooth speaker
Make your next adventure even more epic with the clear
sound and powerful bass of the UE BOOM 2 Bluetooth
speaker. From your own backyard to hiking trails, bike
paths and pool parties, the waterproof and dirtproof UE
BOOM 2 can blast your favorite playlists wherever you
are. Plus, you can pair two speakers together for full
stereo sound that will keep you moving.
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colors available: Phantom, Brainfreeze
part# 984-000551
Price: $179.99

Sonos One

Wireless Smart Speaker
Sonos One blends great sound with Amazon Alexa, the
easy-to-use voice service, for hands-free control of your
music and more. Use your voice to play songs while you
cook. Tell Alexa to turn the volume up while you’re in the
shower. You can even request a lullaby, out loud, when
you’re tucking the kids in.
colors available: Black, White
part# ONEG1US1BLK
Price: $199.99

Crasher

Mini splashproof bluetooth speaker
The Crasher Mini provides amazing sound in a small,
durable package. With a metal body and a splash-proof
design, it will keep you GOing through any adventure.
Tough and sturdy, the Crasher Mini will play your music
wire-free from up to 30 feet away via Bluetooth for 10
hours.
colors available: Gunmetal
part# SBMINIRGM4
Price: $39.99

Crasher XL

Splashproof bluetooth speaker
Seriously powerful and durable, the Crasher XL
packs a powerful audio punch in an incredibly sturdy,
splash-proof package. Built with the Southern California
active lifestyle in mind, the Crasher XL is ready to go
hand in hand with any outdoor adventure.
colors available: Gunmetal
part# MNEP2LL/A
Price: $99.99
Home
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Focus on fitness

Photo by Danielle Cerullo on Unsplash

Flex 2

Aria 2

The Fitbit Flex 2 Wristband is a slim, swim-proof fitness
wristband that’s ready to go wherever life takes you.
Automatic all-day activity and sleep tracking show you
how your entire day adds up, and SmartTrack automatic
exercise recognition records your exercises for you.

Track your weight and body fat with this Fitbit Aria
Wi-Fi scale. Its easy-to-read charts measure your
progress over time, and all your data syncs
automatically to your computer, Fitbit watch and mobile
devices wirelessly. Keep up-to-date, private results for
up to eight people with this Fitbit Aria Wi-Fi scale.

Wireless Activity band

part# FB403BK		

Home

Price: $59.95

part# FB407SBKL

Price: $129.99

Vivofit 4

Polar A370

Find more ways to beat yesterday with easy-to-use
vivofit 4. It brings you activity tracking and the freedom
to keep moving without taking a break to recharge.

Polar A370 is a sleek and sporty waterproof fitness
tracker that helps you stay on the pulse 24/7 with
continuous heart rate monitoring, advanced sleep
tracking, and Polar’s unique workout features. Coupled
with your daily activity, the Polar A370 delivers the best
overall guidance to help you achieve your fitness goals.

Wireless activity band

part# v010-01847-03
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Wi-Fi Smart Scale

Fitness Tracker

Price: $79.99

part# 90064906		

Price: $149.99

Home

Photo by Ihor Malytskyi on Unsplash

Hero 5

2x3 Hyperphoto Printer

Photo Paper - Sticky Back

HERO5 Black is the most powerful and easy-to-use GoPro ever, thanks to its 4K video,
voice control, one-button simplicity, touch display, and waterproof design. Smooth
stabilized video, crystal-clear audio and pro-quality photo capture combine with GPS
to make HERO5 Black simply the best GoPro.

Lifeprint is a Bluetooth photo and video printer for iPhone and Android that allows you
to print and share photos with friends and family all over the world. Named “Best ZINK
Printer” by Digital Trends, Lifeprint uses Augmented Reality to make your photos come
to life like magic in your hands, we call this ‘Hyperphoto’.

The Lifeprint 30 pack of film contains three 10-packs of photos. Our sticky-backed
photos make it super easy for you to peel and stick your Lifeprint photos anywhere
you want, so you can decorate your room and personalize your space with your favorite memories.

part # LP001-3		

part # PH03

part # CHDHX-502

Price: $299.99

Price: $149.99

Price: $29.99
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The holidays are bright...
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Original Aviator Sunglasses

New Wayfarer Sunglasses

The Ray-Ban Aviator is the brand staple originally
designed for the U.S. military fighter pilots in 1937.
Ray-Ban Aviator sunglasses have a timeless look with
the unmistakable teardrop shaped lenses. This style
allowed the Aviator to quickly spread beyond its utility,
becoming popular among celebrities, rock stars, and
citizens of the world alike.

The iconic Ray-Ban Wayfarer is immediately
recognizable anywhere in the world. The Ray-Ban
signature logo is displayed on both sculpted
temples. These sunglasses allow the wearer to enjoy
a classic, celebrated style while adding their own
individuality.

part # 0RB3025-L0205/58

Price: $153.00

part # 0RB2132-90252 		

Price: $143.00

Home

Photo by Rodolfo Sanches on Unsplash

Holbrook Sunglasses

Gascan Sunglasses

Tuna Alley Sunglasses

Reefton Sunglasses

Holbrook is a timeless, classic design fused with
modern Oakley technology. Inspired by the screen
heroes from the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, this design
epitomizes the spirit of exploration and adventure.
The iconic American frame design is accented by
metal rivets and Oakley icons, perfect for those who
seek equal parts performance and style.

Two lenses are cut from the curve of a single lens
shield, then mounted in the frame to maintain the
original, continuous contour. Lightweight O Matter
frame material offers premium comfort. Peripheral
vision is maximized by XYZ Optics, an innovation that
maintains visual clarity at all angles of view.

At the right time of year, from this legendary 15-mile
long white strip of sand separating the deep blue
Bahamian waters from the shallow bank of Gun Cay,
you can spy tons of Bluefin tuna, migrating north.
And with these bad boys on, with their integral
hinges, patented vented system and tough-as-nails
nylon material, you won’t miss many.

These size large frames are the perfect companion to
explore any body of water and will stay put on larger
heads under any condition thanks to their co-molded
temples, Hydrolite nose and temple pads, and cam
action spring hinges.

part # OO9102-01

Price: $123.00

part # 03-471 		

Price: $103.00

part # TA11OBMGLP		

Price: $259.00

part # RFT98OBMP 		

Price: $199.99
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Give the gift of Prime

Amazon Prime Membership
1 Year

A year of Amazon Prime membership on us. Enjoy fast free shipping, exclusive access to movies and TV shows, ad-free music,
unlimited photo storage, and Kindle books.
part# B01HQSSEPQ 		

Price: $119.00

Enjoy a year of Amazon Prime membership on us. You’ll get fast, free shipping, ac
to your
favorite
movies
and
TV
shows,
ad-free
music,
unlimited
photo
storage,
an
19
books through Kindle and Audible.
Home

1 year

A year of Audible on us. Enjoy the
best audiobook selection available with over
A year of Audible on us. Enjoy the best audiobook selection available with over 425,000 titles. With your gift membership, you’ll get
1 credit a month good for any price audiobook, plus plenty of other benefits.
425,000 titles. With your gift membership,
you’ll get 1 credit a month good for any
AUDMEM3 		
Price: $149.50
price audiobook, plus plenty ofpart#
other
benefits.

Membership Length

Gift Membership:

Claim
Code:
Claim
Code

Give the gift of Audible

Audible.com Gold Gift Membership

Home
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